We review the correspondence between strongly coupled lattice multiflavor Schwinger models and SU (N ) antiferromagnetic chains. We show that finding the low lying states of the gauge models is equivalent to solving an SU (N ) Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain. For the two-flavor lattice Schwinger model the massless excitations correspond to gapless states of the Heisenberg chain, while the massive states are created by fermion transport in the ground state of the spin chain. Our analysis shows explicitly how spinons may arise in lattice gauge theories.
Introduction
Though it is far from the scaling regime, the strong coupling limit is often used to study the qualitative properties of gauge field theories [1] . Two important features of the spectrum of nonAbelian gauge theories appear there. The strong coupling limit exhibits confinement in a rather natural way. Furthermore with certain numbers of flavors and colors of dynamical quarks, it is straightforward to show that they also exhibit chiral symmetry breaking. This has motivated several more quantitative investigations of gauge theories using strong coupling techniques and there have been attempts to compute the mass spectrum of realistic models such as quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [2, 3] .
It has been recognized for some time that the strong coupling limit of lattice gauge theory with dynamical fermions is related to certain quantum spin systems. This is particularly true in the hamiltonian formalism and had already appeared in some of the earliest analyses of chiral symmetry breaking in the strong coupling limit [4] . On the other side, it has been noted that there are several similarities between some condensed matter systems with lattice fermions and lattice gauge theory systems, particularly in their strong coupling limit. For example, it is well known that the quantum spin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet is equivalent to the strong coupling limit of either U (1) or SU (2) lattice gauge theory [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Moreover, the staggered fermions which are used to put the Dirac operator on a lattice resemble ordinary lattice fermions used in tight binding models in condensed matter physics when the latter have an half-filled band and are placed in a background U (1) magnetic field π (mod 2π) (1/2 of a flux quantum) through every plaquette of the lattice. This is an old result for d = 2 + 1 [10] where it was already recognized in the first work on the Azbel-Wannier-Hofstaeder problem and has since been discussed in the context of the so-called flux phases of the Hubbard model. It is actually true for all d ≥ 2 + 1 [11] , i.e. staggered fermions with the minimal number of flavors are identical to a simple nearest neighbor hopping problem with a background magnetic field which has 1/2 flux quanta per plaquette. In the condensed matter context, the magnetic flux can be produced by a condensate, as in the flux phases. As an external magnetic field, for ordinary lattice spacing it is as yet an experimentally inaccessible flux density. However, it could be achieved in analog experiments where macroscopic arrays of Josephson junctions, for example, take the place of atoms at lattice sites.
In [12] it was shown that the strong coupling limit of d-dimensional QED with 2 d /2 [d/2] flavors of fermions can be mapped onto the S = 1/2 quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnet in d−1 dimensions. The chiral symmetry breaking phase transition corresponds to a transition between the flux phase and the conventional Néel ordered phase of an antiferromagnet.
In this lectures we shall discuss the correspondence between lattice gauge theories and spin systems by analyzing, as a concrete example, the mapping of the strongly coupled multiflavor lattice Schwinger models − i.e. QED 2 with massless fermions [13] − into the antiferromagnetic quantum spin-1/2 Heisenberg chains. In the one-flavor Schwinger model, the anomaly is realized in the lattice theory via spontaneous breaking of a residual chiral symmetry [14] . In the multiflavor models, at variance with the one-flavor case, the chiral symmetry is explicitly broken by the staggered fermions, and the non-zero vacuum expectation value of a pertinent condensate is the only relic on the lattice of the chiral anomaly in the continuum [15, 16] .
In section 2 we introduce the antiferromagnetic quantum spin-1/2 chains; we review the Bethe ansatz [17] solution of the Heisenberg chain [18] and compare it with the exact diagonalization of 4, 6 and 8 sites chains. Furthermore we generalize the analysis to the spin-1/2 SU (N ) antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains [19, 15, 16] . Section 3 is devoted to a detailed investigation of the two-flavor lattice Schwinger model in the strong coupling limit using the hamiltonian formalism and staggered fermions. We show that the problem of finding the low lying states is equivalent to solving the Heisenberg antiferromagnetic spin chain. The massless excitations of the gauge model correspond to gapless states of the Heisenberg chain, while the massive excitations are created by fermion transport in the ground state of the spin chain and we compute their masses in terms of vacuum expectation values (VEV's) of spin-spin correlation functions [19, 15, 16, 14] .
In section 4 we study the generic N -flavor lattice Schwinger models and their mapping into spin-1/2 quantum SU (N ) antiferromagnetic spin chains. The analysis strictly parallels what we found in section 3, but some rather surprising difference arises depending on if N is even or odd.
Antiferromagnetic spin chains
The title of this section deserves an entire book to be properly developed, and in fact some books, reviews and long articles about spin chains do already exist [20] . Spin chains interested mathematical physicists for their exact solvability, field theorists for the possibility to test their methods by comparation with exact results and condensed matter physicists for the possibility to understand the spectra of real physical systems. It is our purpose to report a self-contained analysis of antiferromagnetic spin chains, useful to understand section 3 and 4 where we shall show that the multiflavor lattice Schwinger models in the strong coupling limit are effectively described by the spin-1/2 SU (N ) antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains.
A common tool to study spin systems is spin-wave theory. Spin-wave theory was developed by Anderson, Kubo and others [21] in the 1950s and it is a very powerful approach to quantum magnetic systems in dimensions greater than one, predicting long-range order and gapless Goldstone bosons. The situation remained clouded for magnetic chains because it was known that long-range order could not occur in one dimension [22] , but the Bethe ansatz predicts massless excitations. There is "quasi-long-range-order" corresponding to a power law decay of spin-spin correlators and there are gapless excitations which are not true Goldstone bosons.
Quantum spin chains have been extensively studied in the literature, starting from the seminal paper by Hans Bethe [17] in 1931 for the spin-1/2 case, where he introduced an ansatz to write down the eigenfunctions of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, describing a chain with periodic boundary conditions. Seven years later Hulthen [23] was able to compute the ground state energy of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain. We had to wait until 1984 to know exactly the spectrum of this model, when Faddeev and Takhtadzhyan [18] analyzed the model using the algebraic Bethe ansatz and showed that the only one-particle excitation is a doublet of spin-1/2 quantum excitations with gapless dispersion relation. This excitation is a kink rather than an ordinary particle and is called spinon. All the eigenstates of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian contain an even number of kinks, nevertheless the kinks are localizable objects and one can consider their scattering. There are no bound states of kinks in this model.
The one dimensional spin systems are not only unusual because they are exactly solvable but also for their incompatibility with long range order. Actually solvability and absence of long range order are deeply related concepts; systems with spontaneously broken symmetries are more difficult to describe and resist analytical solutions. All isotropic antiferromagnetic quantum spin chains with short range interactions exhibit quantum spin-liquid ground states − i.e. states with short range antiferromagnetic correlations and no order. Moreover these chains have strange quantum elementary excitations above these ground states, that are not ordinary spin waves but are usually called spinons − neutral spin-1/2 kinks.
As R. B. Laughlin [24] points out:"spinons are not "like" anything familiar to most of us, but are instead an important and beautiful instance of fractional quantization, the physical phenomenon in which particles carrying pieces of a fundamental quantum number, such as charge or spin, are created as a collective motion of many conventional particles obeying quantum mechanical laws. The fractional quantum number of the spinon is its spin. It is fractional because the particles out of which the magnetic states are constructed are spin flips, which carry spin 1." One significant result of our analysis [19, 15, 16] has been to show explicitly how spinons appear in lattice gauge theories. More precisely we showed that the massless excitations of the two-flavor Schwinger model coincide with the spinons of the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model. Section (2.1) is devoted to review the Bethe ansatz solution of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain. We shall compare the exact solution given in [18] with a study of finite size chains of 4,6, and 8 sites in section (2.2). An original result presented is the thermodynamic limit coefficient of the states with N − 2 domain walls composing the ground state.
The spin-spin correlation function x < g.s.| S x · S x+2 |g.s. > originally computed by M. Takahashi [25] , is discussed in section (2.3). The vacuum expectation value of the square of the vector V = x S x ∧ S x+1 is also computed.
In section (2.4) we introduce the spin-1/2 SU (N ) antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains. To provide an intuitive picture we study the SU (3) two sites chain and we find the ground state. A short review of the literature on SU (N ) antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains is provided.
The Bethe Ansatz solution of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain
In this section the Bethe ansatz solution of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain [18] is discussed in detail. Moreover we shall compare the exact solution given by L.D. Faddeev and L.A. Takhtadzhyan in [18] with a study of finite size chains of 4, 6 and 8 sites. We show that already these very small finite systems exhibit spectra that match very well with the thermodynamic limit solution. We suggest to the reader interested in the subject the references [20] .
The Bethe ansatz is a method of solution of a number of quantum field theory and statistical mechanics models in two space-time dimensions. This method was first suggested by Bethe [17] in 1931 from which takes its name. Historically one can call this formulation the Coordinate Bethe ansatz to distinguish it from the modern formulation known as Algebraic Bethe ansatz. The eigenfunctions of some (1+1)-dimensional Hamiltonians can be constructed imposing periodic boundary conditions which lead to a system of equations for the permitted values of momenta. These are known as the Bethe equations which are also useful in the thermodynamic limit. The energy of the ground state may be calculated in this limit and its excitations can be investigated.
We review here the method applyied to the study of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain [18] . In particular it is shown that there is only one excitation with spin-1/2 which is a kink: physical states have only an even number of kinks, therefore they always have an integer spin. The one dimensional isotropic Heisenberg model describes a system of N interacting spin- 
where J > 0 (J < 0 would describe a ferromagnet) and the spin operators have the following form
They act nontrivially only on the Hilbert space of the x th site. Periodic boundary conditions are assumed.
The Hamiltonian (2.1) is invariant under global rotations in the spin space, generated by
Due to the periodic boundary conditions, under translations generated by the operatorT ,
the Hamiltonian is invariant and [ S,T ] = 0.
In order to diagonalize H J it is convenient to use an eigenfunction basis of operators commuting with H J , so obviously S 2 , S z and alsoT . Let us sketch the Coordinate Bethe ansatz technique. One has to introduce the "false vacuum"
where
(2.8) 
where the coefficients φ x must be such that |M = 1 > is a translationally and rotationally invariant stateT
and from Eq.(2.13) one gets φ x+1 = µφ x (2.14) 
By requiring the translational invariance of the state |M = 2 > one haŝ
and for x 2 < N one has φ(x 1 + 1,
but due to the periodic boundary conditions one has to find coefficients φ(x 1 , x 2 ) that satisfy not only Eq.(2.20) but also
Eq.(2.22) is no more satisfied by (2.21). Bethe proposed the following ansatz for the coefficients
Eq.(2.20,2.22) are satisfied if the following equations hold
(2.25)
By imposing to |M = 2 > to be an highest weight state
taking into account Eq.(2.24,2.25) and introducing the following change of variables
one gets the so called Bethe ansatz equations
In the general case of M spins flipped one gets
The energy and the momentum of a given state with M spins down can be expressed in terms of the parameters λ α
(2.30)
Energy and momentum are thus additive as if there were M independent particles and the λ α must satisfy the Bethe ansatz equations (2.29) in order for E M and P M to be eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian and momentum operators.
The solution of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain is reduced to the solution of the system of the M algebraic equations (2.29) . This, in general, is not an easy task. It can be shown [18] , however, that, in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, the complex parameters λ have the form
where L is a non-negative integer or half-integer, λ j,L is the real part of the solution of (2.29) and we shall define shortly the set of allowed values for the integer index j. The λ's that, for a given λ j,L , are obtained varying l between [−L, L] by integer steps, form a string of length 2L + 1, see fig. (1). This arrangement of λ's in the complex plane is called the "string hypothesis" [18] . In the following we shall verify that, even on finite size systems, the "string hypothesis" is very well fulfilled.
In a generic Bethe state with M spins down, there are M solutions to (2.29), which can be grouped according to the length of their strings. Let us denote by ν L the number of strings of length 2L + 1, L = 0, 
The set of integers (M, q, {ν L }) constrained by (2.33), characterizes Bethe states up to the fixing of the q numbers λ j,L ; this set is called the "configuration". Varying M , q and ν L , one is able to construct all the 2 N eigenstates of an Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain of N sites [18] . The energy and momentum of the Bethe's state, corresponding to a given configuration − within exponential accuracy as N → ∞ − consist of q summands representing the energy and momentum of separate strings. For the parameters λ j,L of the given configuration, taking the logarithm of (2.29) the following system of equations is obtained in the thermodynamic limit where
Integer and half integer numbers Q j,L parametrize the branches of the arcotangents and, consequently, the possible solutions of the system of Eqs.(2.34). In ref. [18] it was shown that the Q j,L are limited as
given by
The admissible values for the numbers Q j,L are called the "vacancies" and their number for every
The main hypothesis formulated in [18] is that to every admissible collection of Q j,L there corresponds a unique solution of the system of equations (2.34). The solution always provides, in a multiplet, the state with the highest value of the third spin component S 3 .
Let us now consider some simple example. The simplest configuration has only strings of length 1, i.e. all the λ's are real. The singlet associated to this configuration 
Therefore they are N/2. All these vacancies must then be used to find the N/2 strings of length 1. As a consequence this state is uniquely specified and no degeneracy is possible.
Next we consider the configuration that provides a singlet with 1 string of length 2 and all the others of length 1:
For the strings of length 1 the number of vacancies is again N/2; for the string of length 2 there is one vacancy and the only admissible Q j,1 equals 0. Thus, since the number of strings of length 1 is 2 . This configuration is determined by two parameters: the positions of two "holes" which vary independently in the interval (2.41).
There is another state with only 2 holes: the triplet corresponding to the configuration
The number of vacancies for the strings of length 1 equals 
From (2.44) follows that the number of holes for the strings of length 1 is always even and equals 2 only for the singlet and the triplet excitations discussed above. One can imagine the class M AF as a "sea" of strings of length 1 with a finite number of strings of length greater than 1 immersed into it. It was proven in [18] that, in the thermodynamic limit, the states belonging to M AF have finite energy and momentum with respect to the antiferromagnetic vacuum, whereas each of the states which corresponds to a configuration not included in the class M AF has an infinite energy relative to the antiferromagnetic vacuum.
Let us now sketch the computation of the thermodynamic limit ground state energy. Eqs.(2.34) for the ground state have the form
Taking the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, one has The density ρ(λ) introduced in this way is normalized to 1/2. It is now easy to compute the energy and the momentum of the ground state
According to Eq.(2.53), P g.s. = 0 (mod2π) for N 2 even, and P g.s. = π (mod 2π) for N 2 odd. The ground state, as expected, is a singlet, in fact the spin S is given by
Let us analyze the triplet described by Eq.(2.43); Eqs.(2.34) take the form
where now the numbers Q j lie in the segment [− 
where θ(x) is the Heaviside function. Eqs.(2.55) become
Eq.(2.57) gives, for this triplet, the density of λ, ρ(λ) = dλ dx
where ρ(λ) is given in Eq.(2.51) and The momentum p T (λ 1 , λ 2 ) varies over the interval [0, 2π), when λ 1 and λ 2 run independently over the whole real axis. The spin of this state can be computed by the formula
Let us finally analize the singlet excitation characterized by the configuration (2.42). Denoting by λ S the only number among the λ j,1/2 which characterizes the string of length 2 and by λ j the numbers λ j,0 for the strings of length 1, Eqs.(2.34) read and Q (h) 2 . Taking the thermodynamic limit one finds the density of λ's for the singlet
where ρ and σ were given in Eqs.(2.51, 2.59) and where
In [18] it was demonstrated that the string parameter λ S is uniquely determined by the λ's parametrizing the two holes
In [18] it was also proved the remarkable fact that the string of length 2 does not contribute to the energy and momentum of the excitation, so that the singlet and the triplet have the same dispersion relations
The spin of this excitation is, of course, zero
The only difference between the state whose configuration is given in Eq.(2.43) and the state of Eq.(2.42) is the spin.
To summarize, the finite energy excitations of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain are only those belonging to the class M AF and are described by scattering states of an even number of quasiparticles or kinks. The momentum p of these kinks runs over half the Brillouin zone −π ≤ p ≤ 0, the dispersion relation is ǫ(p) = Jπ 2 sin p, Eq.(2.64), and the spin of a kink is 1/2. The singlet and the triplet excitations described above are the only states composed of two kinks, the spins of the kinks being parallel for the triplet and antiparallel for the singlet. For vanishing total momentum all the states belonging to M AF have the same energy of the ground state so that they are gapless excitations. Since the eigenstates of H J always contain an even number of kinks, the dispersion relation is determined by a set of two-parameters: the momenta of the even number of kinks whose scattering provides the excitation. There are no bound states of kinks.
Finite size antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains
Let us now turn to the computation of the spectrum of finite size quantum antiferromagnetic chains by exact diagonalization. We shall see that already for very small chains, the spectrum is well described by the Bethe ansatz solution in the thermodynamic limit. Furthermore, an intuitive picture of the ground state and of the lowest lying excitations of the strongly coupled two-flavor lattice Schwinger model emerges, due to the mapping of the gauge model onto the spin chain − see section 3.
The states of an antiferromagnetic chain are classified according to the quantum numbers of spin, third spin component, energy and momentum |S, S 3 , E, p >. For a 4 site chain the momenta allowed for the states are: 0, 
. There is also an excited singlet
It is P -even, so that it is a S P = 0 + excitation, with the same quantum numbers (the isospin is replaced by the spin) of the lowest lying singlet excitation of the strongly coupled Schwinger model discussed by Coleman [26] . The state (2.76) also coincides with the excited singlet described by the configuration (2.42). It has only two complex λ's which arrange themselves in a string approximately of length 2,
and there are two holes with Q
There are also three excited triplets, whose highest weight states are
Among these, only the non-degenerate state with the lowest energy has a well defined P -parity (2.78). It is a S P = 1 − like the lowest lying triplet of the two-flavor strongly coupled Schwinger model. The degenerate states can be always combined to form a P -odd state.
We thus see that within the states in a given configuration there is always a representative state with well defined parity, the others are degenerate and can be used to construct state of well defined energy and parity. Moreover the parity of the representative states (with respect to the parity of the ground state) is the same of the one of the lowest-lying Schwinger model excitations in strong coupling.
All the triplets in (2.79) have one real λ and two holes; they can be associated with the family of triplets (2.43). In table (1) we summarize the triplet λ's and Q (h) 's. The spectrum exhibits also 
This state is odd under P -parity. The spectrum of the six sites chain is reported in fig.(3) . There are 9 triplets in the spectrum. In [27] it was already pointed out that the number of lowest lying triplets for a finite system with N sites is N (N + 2)/8, so for N = 6 there are 6 lowest lying triplet states. In order to identify these 6 states among the 9 that are exhibited by the spectrum of fig.(3) , it is necessary to compute their λ's and their Q's. In this way in fact, We can find out which are the triplets characterized by two holes and thus belonging to the triplet of type (2.43). In table (2) we report the internal quantum numbers of the lowest lying triplets. The Q (h) 's vary in the segment [− 
One can get the triplet of energy −(J/2)(5 − √ 5) from (2.82) by changing
As can be explicitly checked from (2.82), the two non-degenerate triplets of zero momentum are then P -parity even, namely they have opposite parity with respect to that of the ground state, as it happens for the lowest lying triplet excitations of the two-flavor Schwinger model. For what concerns the degenerate triplets of momenta π/3 and 5π/3 (or 2π/3 and 4π/3) they do not have definite P -parity, but it is always possible to take a linear combination of them with parity opposite to the ground state. Table 2 : Triplet internal quantum numbers
The remaining three triplets in fig.(3) have no real λ's and are characterized by a string of length 2 and four holes for Q = − , i.e. do not belong to the type (2.43). More precisely, two triplets have a string approximately of length 2, due to the finite size of the system, while the triplet of momentum π has a string exactly of length 2. In table (3) we summarize the quantum numbers of these triplets. 
In fig.( 3) it is shown that the spectrum exhibits five singlet states. The lowest lying state at momentum π is the ground state. Then there are three excited singlets characterized by the configuration with two holes (2.42), i.e. they have one real λ and a string of length almost 2. In table (4) we summarize their quantum numbers. Among these singlets, those which are not degenerate, have P -parity equal to that of the ground state (odd) as it happens in the two-flavor Schwinger model. The non-singlet in fact reads
The degenerate singlets are again not eigenstates of the P -parity, but it is always possible to take a linear combination of them with the a P -parity that coincides with that of the representative state (2.83) of the configuration. Table 4 : Singlet internal quantum numbers
The remaining singlet |0, 0, − Even in finite systems very small like the 4 and 6 sites chains, the "string hypothesis" is a very good approximation and it allows us to classify and distinguish among states with the same spin. 
Figure 3: Six sites chain spectrum sets with the same coefficient in the linear combination according to the fact that the ground state is translationally invariant (with momentum 0 (π) for N 2 even (odd)), it is an eigenstate of P -parity and it is invariant under the exchange of up with down spins. The states belonging to the same set have the same number of domain walls, which ranges from N , for the two Néel states, to 2 for the states with 
6 > +γ|ψ In the analysis of finite size systems we were able to find the coefficient β of the first set of states containing N − 2 domain walls in the ground state. These states are obtained interchanging two adjacent spins in the Néel states. The β is for a generic chain of N -sites
Spin-spin correlators
The explicit computation of spin-spin correlations is far from being trivial since the correlator G(r) =< g.s.| S 0 · S r |g.s. > is not known for arbitrary lattice separations r. For r = 2 it was computed by M. Takahashi [25] in his perturbative analysis of the half filled Hubbard model in one dimension. For r > 2 no exact numerical values of G(r) are known. In [28] were given two representations of G(r), while in [29, 30] the exact asymptotic (r → ∞) expression of G(r) was derived.
In order to explicitly compute the second order energies Eq.(3.211) and Eq.(3.212) one has to evaluate the correlation function
which has been exactly computed in [25] and is given by
In the following we shall show how the knowledge of this correlator allows one to compute explicitly the first three "emptiness formation probabilities", used in Ref. [28] in the study of the Heisenberg chain correlators, G(r). The isotropy of the Heisenberg model implies that
Let us introduce the probability P 3 for finding three adjacent spins in a given position in the Heisenberg antiferromagnetic vacuum. Taking advantage of the isotropy of the Heisenberg model ground state and of its translational invariance, it is easy to see that the correlator (2.103) can be written in terms of the P 3 's as
The factor 2 appears in (2.104) due again to the isotropy of the Heisenberg model: the probability of a configuration and of the configuration rotated by π around the chain axis, are the same.
In [28] the so called "emptiness formation probability" P (x) was introduced. and σ 3 j is the Pauli matrix. P (x) determines the probability of finding x adjacent spins up in the antiferromagnetic vacuum. One gets
so that Eq.(2.101) reads
Using the exact value the correlator G(2) computed in [25] from (2.110) and from the known values of P (2) and P (1) given in [28] P (1) = 1 2 (2.111)
one gets
For the general emptiness formation probability P (x) of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain, an integral representation was given in [28] , but, to our knowledge, the exact value of P (3) (2.114) was not known.
We illustrate now the computation of a spin-spin correlator which appears in the mass spectrum of the two-flavor lattice Schwinger model
It is possible to extract a numerical value from Eq.(2.115) only within the random phase approximation [25, 31] . For this purpose it is first convenient to rewrite the unconstrained sum over the sites x and y as a sum where all the four spins involved in the VEV's lie on different sites,
and then factorize the four spin operators in Eq.(2.116) as
Of course, Eq.(2.117) provides an answer larger than the exact result; terms such as < (. . .)(. . .) > yield negative contributions which are eliminated once one factorizes them in the form < (...) >< (...) >. This is easily checked also by direct computation on finite size systems.
The spin-spin correlation functions G(r) are exactly known for r = 1, 2. For the spin-spin correlation functions G(r) up to a distance of r = 30 the results are reported in table (5) [29, 32] . 
with g(r) satisfying Last, we report the following exact three spin correlators that have been used in the determination of the mass spectrum of the two-flavor lattice Schwinger model
So, on a spin singlet, not only the VEV of
x is zero, but also every VEV with an odd number of S 3 .
SU(N ) quantum antiferromagnetic chains
It is our purpose to introduce now spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains where "spins" are generators of the SU (N ) group. In the limit N = 2 one has the usual antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain discussed in the previous section. An U (N ) spin-1/2 quantum antiferromagnetic chain is described by the Hamiltonian
where S ab (x) a, b = 1, . . . , N are the generators of U (N ) satisfying the Lie algebra
and they can be conventionally represented by fermion bilinear operators
The representation of the algebra on each site is fixed by specifying the fermion number occupation 
Let us find the ground state of the Hamiltonian (2.137) for a chain of two sites. Taking the representations with one particle on site 1 and two particles on site 2, the ground state with energy E g.s. = −16J/3 reads
The state (2.146) is a singlet of SU (3), i.e. it is annihilated by the Casimir
If one chooses the representation with two particles on site 1 and one particle on site 2, the ground state degenerate with (2.146) is |g.s. In Eq.(2.148) the linear combination with the + has momentum zero and the one with the − has momentum π. By studying this very simple example, one can infer that the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ analysis for a generic SU (N ) chain is very involved.
Unfortunately, no analysis with a level of completeness such as the one given in [18] for the SU (2) case does exist for a generic symmetry group SU (N ) with spins in the representation in which we are interested. In [33] SU (N ) antiferromagnetic models were solved for a particular spin representation such that the Hamiltonian (2.137) becomes
with P xx+1 the operator that permutes whatever objects occupy sites x and x + 1. The spectrum of Eq.(2.149) was shown to exhibit massless excitations.
A large N expansion approach has been performed in [34] for an SU (N ) antiferromagnetic chain characterized by spins living in a representation with Young tableaux of one row on one sublattice and N − 1 rows on the other sublattice. In the case of Young tableaux of one column it was found that the ground state is twofold degenerate and breaks translational and parity symmetry. Moreover the elementary excitations are massive non relativistic solitons in the large N limit with a mass of O(N ).
In [35] the Lieb-Shultz-Mattis theorem [36] was generalized to SU (N ) spin chains. The theorem proves that a half-integer-S spin chain with essentially any reasonably local Hamiltonian respecting translational and rotational symmetry either has zero gap or else has degenerate ground states spontaneously breaking translational and parity invariance. In [36] it was proved the existence of a unique ground state of the SU (N ) chains where N is even for spins in the antisymmetric N tensor representation. Under the assumption of a unique ground state which must be a SU (N ) singlet, an infinitesimal energy gap was found for all the representations of SU (N ) whose Young tableaux contain a number of boxes not divisible by N . Of course the degeneracy of the ground state trivially implyes a zero gap.
Using the Lieb-Shultz-Mattis theorem we can state that when N is even the ground state of the Hamiltonian (2.137) is unique and there are gapless excitations for the spin representation with a Young tableau of one column and N /2 rows. When N is odd the ground state is twofold degenerate, as we illustrated with the simple example of the two site SU (3) chain. It is doubtful if there exist gapless excitations in this case and at present time we are investigating this problem.
The two-flavor lattice Schwinger model
The one-flavor lattice Schwinger model has been studied in [14] . The solution of the strong coupling problem is identical to solving a particular type of Ising system with long range interaction. We showed that the mass of the elementary excitations and the chiral condensate could be computed reliably from an extrapolation to weak coupling using Padé approximants. Our analysis improved previous ones [37] by taking careful account of all discrete symmetries of the continuum theory. We do not discuss here the one-flavor model, since it is mapped into the classical Ising spin model and it is out of the scope of these lectures.
We study the SU (2)-flavor lattice Schwinger model in the hamiltonian formalism using staggered fermions. The existence of the continuum internal isospin symmetry makes the model much more interesting than the one-flavor case; the spectrum is extremely richer, exhibiting also massless excitations and the chiral symmetry breaking pattern is completely different from the one-flavor case. We shall demonstrate [19, 15] that the strong coupling limit of the two-flavor lattice Schwinger model is mapped onto an interesting quantum spin model − the one-dimensional spin-1/2 quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnet. The ground state of the antiferromagnetic chain has been known since many years [17] and its energy was computed in [23] ; the complete spectrum as been determined by Faddeev and Takhtadzhyan [18] using the algebraic Bethe ansatz.
The two-flavor lattice Schwinger model with non-zero fermion mass m has been analysed in [38] in the limit of heavy fermions m ≫ e 2 ; good agreement with the continuum theory has been found.
There are by now many hints at a correspondence between quantized gauge theories and quantum spin models, aimed at analyzing new phases relevant for condensed matter systems [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Recently Laughlin has argued that there is an analogy between the spectral data of gauge theories and strongly correlated electron systems [39] . Moreover, certain spin ladders have been shown to be related to the two-flavor Schwinger model [45] .
The correspondence between the SU(2) flavor Schwinger model and the quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain provides a concrete computational scheme in which the issue of the correspondence between quantized gauge theories and quantum spin models may be investigated. Because of dimensionality of the coupling constant in (1+1)-dimensions the infrared behavior is governed by the strong coupling limit, and it is tempting to conjecture the existence of an exact correspondence between the infrared limits of the Heisenberg and two-flavor Schwinger models. We shall derive [19, 15] results which support this conjecture. For example the gapless modes in the spectra have identical quantum numbers; within the accurancy of the strong coupling limit, the gapped mode of the two-flavor Schwinger model was also identified in the spectrum of the Heisenberg model.
In this section we present a complete study [19, 15, 16] of the strong coupling limit of the two-flavor lattice Schwinger model. We firstly compute explicitly the masses of the excitations to the second order in the strong coupling expansion; this computation needs the knowledge of the spin-spin correlators of the quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain. The continuum massless two-flavor Schwinger model does exhibit neither an isoscalar ψ ψ nor an isovector ψ σ a ψ chiral condensate, since this is forbidden by the Coleman theorem [22] . On the lattice these fermion condensates are zero to all the orders in the strong coupling expansion [15] . The pertinent non-zero chiral condensate is < ψ
R > and we computed its lattice expression up to the second order in the strong coupling expansion [15] . It should be noticed that, in abscence of gauge fields, the chiral condensate is zero, is different from zero only when the fermions are coupled to gauge fields. This can be viewed as the manifestation of the chiral anomaly in this model.
The model
The action of the 1 + 1-dimensional electrodynamics with two charged Dirac spinor fields is
The theory has an internal SU L (2) ⊗ SU R (2)-flavor isospin symmetry; the Dirac fields are an isodoublet whereas the electromagnetic field is an isosinglet. It is well known that in 1+1 dimensions there is no spontaneous breakdown of continuous internal symmetries, unless there are anomalies or the Higgs phenomenon occurs. Neither mechanism is possible in the two-flavor Schwinger model for the SU L (2) ⊗ SU R (2)-symmetry: isovector currents do not develop anomalies and there are no gauge fields coupled to the isospin currents. The particles belong then to isospin multiplets. For what concerns the U (1) gauge symmetry there is an Higgs phenomenon [41] .
The action is invariant under the symmetry
The group generators act on the fermion isodoublet to give
where σ α are the Pauli matrices, θ α , θ(x) and α are real coefficients and
At the classical level the symmetries (3.152−3.155) lead to conservation laws for the isovector, vector and axial currents
It is well known that at the quantum level the vector and axial currents cannot be simultaneously conserved, due to the anomaly phenomenon [43] . If the regularization is gauge invariant, so that the vector current is conserved, then the axial current acquires the anomaly which breaks the U A (1)-symmetry
The isoscalar and isovector chiral condensates are zero due to the Coleman theorem [22] ; in fact, they would break not only the U A (1) symmetry of the action, but also the continuum internal symmetry SU L (2) ⊗ SU R (2) down to SU V (2). There is, however, a SU L (2) ⊗ SU R (2) invariant operator, which is non-invariant under the U A (1)-symmetry; it can acquire a non-vanishing VEV without violating Coleman's theorem and consequently may be regarded as a good order parameter for the U A (1)-breaking. Its expectation value is given by [46, 42] 
It describes a process in which two right movers are anihilated and two left movers are created. Note that F , being quadrilinear in the fields, is actually invariant under chiral rotations of π/2, namely under the discrete axial symmetry
As a consequence, this part of the chiral symmetry group is not broken by the non-vanishing VEV of F (3.162).
The lattice theory faithfully reproduces the pattern of symmetry breaking of the continuum theory; this happens even if on the lattice the SU (2)-flavor symmetry is not protected by the Coleman theorem. The isoscalar and isovector chiral condensates are zero also on the lattice, whereas the operator F acquires a non-vanishing VEV due to the coupling of left and right movers induced by the gauge field. The continuous axial symmetry is broken explicitly by the staggered fermion, but the discrete axial symmetry (3.163) remains.
The action (3.150) may be presented in the usual abelian bosonized form [47] . Setting
the electric charge density and the action read
By changing the variables to
The theory describes two scalar fields, one massive and one massless. Φ + is an isosinglet as evidenced from Eq.(3.165); its mass m S = 2 π e c comes from the anomaly Eq.(3.161) [41] . Local electric charge conservation is spontaneously broken, but no Goldstone boson appears because the Goldstone mode may be gauged away. Φ − represents an isotriplet; it has rather involved nonlinear transformation properties under a general isospin transformation. All three isospin currents can be written in terms of Φ − but only the third component has a simple representation in terms of Φ − ; namely
The other two isospin currents j 1 µ (x) and j 2 µ (x) are nonlinear and nonlocal functions of Φ − [47] ; a more symmetrical treatment of the bosonized form of the isotriplet currents is available within the framework of non abelian bosonization [48] . For the multiflavor Schwinger model this approach has been carried out in [49] , providing results in agreement with [47] .
The excitations are most conveniently classified in terms of the quantum numbers of P -parity and G-parity; G-parity is related to the charge conjugation C by
Φ − is a G-even pseudoscalar, while Φ + is a G-odd pseudoscalar
The massive meson Φ + is stable by G conservation since the action (3.169) is invariant under Φ + −→ −Φ + .
In the massive SU (2) Schwinger model − when the mass of the fermion m is small compared to e 2 (strong coupling) − Coleman [47] showed that -in addition to the triplet Φ − (I P G = 1 −+ ) the low-energy spectrum exhibits a singlet I P G = 0 ++ lying on top of the triplet Φ − . In this limit the gauge theory is mapped to a sine-Gordon model and the low lying excitations are soliton-antisoliton states. When m → 0, these soliton-antisoliton states become massless [50] ; in this limit, the analysis of the many body wave functions, carried out in ref. [50] , hints to the existence of a whole class of massless states with positive G-parity; P-parity however cannot be determined with the procedure developed in [50] . These are not the only excitations of the model: way up in mass there is the isosinglet I P G = 0 −− , (Φ + ), already discussed in ref. [47] . The model exhibits also triplets, whose mass − of order m S or greater − stays finite [50] ; among the triplets there is a G-even state 2 .
The Hamiltonian, gauge constraint and non-vanishing (anti-)commutators of the continuum two-flavor Schwinger model are
A lattice Hamiltonian, constraint and (anti-) commutators reducing to (3.174,3.175,3.176) in the naive continuum limit are
The fermion fields are defined on the sites, x = 1, ..., N , the gauge and electric fields, A x and E x , on the links [x; x + 1], N is an even integer and, when N is finite it is convenient to impose periodic boundary conditions. When N is finite, the continuum limit is the two-flavor Schwinger model on a circle [44] . The coefficient t of the hopping term in (3.177) plays the role of the lattice light speed.
In the naive continuum limit, e L = e c and t = 1.
The Hamiltonian and gauge constraint exhibit the discrete symmetries
• Parity P:
• Discrete axial symmetry Γ:
(3.179)
• Charge conjugation C:
• G-parity:
The lattice two-flavor Schwinger model is equivalent to a one dimensional quantum Coulomb gas on the lattice with two kinds of particles. To see this one can fix the gauge, A x = A (Coulomb gauge). Eliminating the non-constant electric field and using the gauge constraint, one obtains the effective Hamiltonian
where the charge density is is the Fourier transform of the inverse laplacian on the lattice for non zero momentum. The constant modes of the gauge field decouple in the thermodynamic limit N −→ ∞.
The strong coupling limit and the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian
In the thermodynamic limit the Schwinger Hamiltonian (3.182), rescaled by the factor e 2 L a/2, reads
186)
On a periodic chain the commutation relation
is satisfied.
We shall consider the strong coupling perturbative expansion where the Coulomb Hamiltonian (3.186) is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and the hopping Hamiltonian (3.187) the perturbation. Due to Eq.(3.183) every configuration with one particle per site has zero energy, so that the ground state of the Coulomb Hamiltonian (3.186) is 2 N times degenerate. The degeneracy of the ground state can be removed only at the second perturbative order since the first order is trivially zero.
At the second order the lattice gauge theory is effectively described by the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The vacuum energy − at order ǫ 2 − reads
where the expectation values are defined on the degenerate subspace and Π is the operator projecting on a set orthogonal to the states with one particle per site. Due to the vanishing of the charge density on the ground states of H 0 , the commutator
holds on any linear combination of the degenerate ground states. Consequently, from Eq.(3.190) one finds E
On the ground state the combination RL can be written in terms of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. By introducing the Schwinger spin operators
the Heisenberg Hamiltonian H J reads
and, on the degenerate subspace, one has
Taking into account that products of L x and R y at different points have vanishing expectation values on the ground states, and using Eq.(3.195), Eq.(3.192) reads
The ground state of H J singles out the correct vacuum, on which to perform the perturbative expansion. In one dimension H J is exactly diagonalizable [17, 20] . In the spin model a flavor 1 particle on a site can be represented by a spin up, a flavor 2 particle by a spin down. The spectrum of H J exhibits 2 N eigenstates; among these, the spin singlet with lowest energy is the non degenerate ground state |g.s. >.
We shall construct the strong coupling perturbation theory of the two-flavor Schwinger model using |g.s. > as the unperturbed ground state. |g.s. > is invariant under translations by one lattice site, which amounts to invariance under discrete chiral transformations. As a consequence, at variance with the one-flavor model [14] , chiral symmetry cannot be spontaneously broken even in the infinite coupling limit. 
g.s. = −4N ln 2. There exist two kinds of excitations created from |g.s. >; one kind involves only spin flipping and has lower energy since no electric flux is created, the other involves fermion transport besides spin flipping and thus has a higher energy. For the latter excitations the energy is proportional to the coupling times the length of the electric flux: the lowest energy is achieved when the fermion is transported by one lattice spacing. Of course only the excitations of the first kind can be mapped into states of the Heisenberg model.
In [18] the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model excitations have been classified. There it was shown that any excitation may be regarded as the scattering state of quasiparticles of spin-1/2: every physical state contains an even number of quasiparticles and the spectrum exhibits only integer spin states. The two simplest excitations of lowest energy in the thermodynamic limit are a triplet and a singlet [18] ; they have a dispersion relation depending on the momenta of the two quasiparticles. For vanishing total momentum (relative to the ground state momentum P g.s. = 0 for N 2 even, P g.s. = π for N 2 odd) in the thermodynamic limit they are degenerate with the ground state.
In section 2.2 we showed that even for finite size systems, the excited states can be grouped in families corresponding to the classification given in [18] . We explicitly exhibited all the energy eigenstates for N = 4 and N = 6. The lowest lying are a triplet and a singlet, respectively; they have a well defined relative (to the ground state) P -parity and G-parity -1 −+ for the triplet and 0 ++ for the singlet. Since they share the same quantum numbers these states can be identified, in the limit of vanishing fermion mass, with the soliton-antisoliton excitations found by Coleman in his analysis of the two-flavor Schwinger model. A related analysis about the parity of the lowest lying states in finite size Heisenberg chains, has been given in [51] .
Moreover in [18] a whole class − M AF − of gapless excitations at zero momentum was singled out in the thermodynamic limit; these states are eigenstates of the total momentum and consequently have positive G-parity at zero momentum. The low lying states of the Schwinger model also contain [50] many massless excitations with positive G-parity; they are identified [19, 15] with the excitations belonging to M AF . The mass of these states in the Schwinger model can be obtained from the differences between the excitation energies at zero momentum and the ground state energy. The energies of the states |ex. > belonging to the class M AF have the same perturbative expansion of the ground state. Consequently, the states |ex. > at zero momentum up to the second order in the strong coupling expansion have the same energy of the ground state (3.190), E (2) ex = −4N ln 2. To this order the mass gap is zero. Higher order corrections may give a mass gap.
The meson masses
In this section we determine the masses for the states obtained by fermion transport of one site on the Heisenberg model ground state. Our analysis shows that besides the G-odd pseudoscalar isosinglet 0 −− with mass m S = e L 2/π, there are also a G-even scalar isosinglet 0 ++ and a pseudoscalar isotriplet 1 −+ and a G-odd scalar isotriplet 1 +− with masses of the order of m S or greater. The quantum numbers are relative to those of the ground state
Two states can be created using the spatial component of the vector j 1 (x) Eq.(3.159) and isovector j 1 α (x) Eqs.(3.157,3.158) Schwinger model currents. They are the G-odd pseudoscalar isosinglet I P G = 0 −− and the G-even pseudoscalar isotriplet I P G = 1 −+ . The lattice operators with the correct quantum numbers creating these states at zero momentum, when acting on |g.s. >, read 
The states are given by The isosinglet energy, up to the second order in the strong coupling expansion, is
S with
holds; Eq.(3.209) may then be written in terms of spin correlators as
One immediately recognizes that the excitation spectrum is determined once < g.s.| S x · S x+2 |g.s. > is known. Equations similar to Eq.(3.211) may be established also at a generic order of the strong coupling expansion.
At the zeroth perturbative order the pseudoscalar triplet is degenerate with the isosinglet E (0)
Following the same procedure as before one may compute the energy of the states (3.203) and (3.204) to the second order in the strong coupling expansion. To this order, the energy is given by
where in terms of the vector operator V = N x=1 S x ∧ S x+1 , one can write ∆ DS (T ) as
The VEV of each squared component of V on the rotationally invariant singlet |g.s. > give the same contribution i.e. ∆ DS (T ± ) = ∆ DS (T 0 ): the triplet states (as in the continuum theory) have a degenerate mass gap. This is easily verified by direct computation on finite size systems; when the size of the system is finite one may also show that ∆ DS is of zeroth order in N.
The excitation masses are given by
). Consequently, the (N -dependent) ground state energy terms appearing in E (2) S and E (2) T cancel and what is left are only N independent terms. This is a good check of our computation, being the mass an intensive quantity.
In principle one should expect also excitations created acting on |g.s. > with the chiral currents, in analogy with the one flavor Schwinger model where, as shown in ref. [37] , the chiral current creates a two-meson bound state. The chiral currents operators for the two flavor Schwinger model are given by
The corresponding lattice operators at zero momentum are
The states created by (3.217,3.218,3 .219) when acting on |g.s. >, are Following the computational scheme used to study |S > and |T >, one finds for the state
For the triplet |T 5 > one gets
Now we can compute the mass spectrum up to the second order in the strong coupling expansion. Using Eq.(2.102), the isosinglet mass reads as
For what concerns the isotriplet mass, since the double sum in Eq.(3.212) is given by The existence of massive isotriplets was already noticed in [50] , and their mass in the continuum theory was numerically computed for various values of the fermion mass. In particular there is a G-parity even isotriplet with mass approximately equal to the mass of the isosinglet 0 −− . (3.234 ) are exact at the second order in the ǫ expansion. We extrapolated these masses to the continuum limit using the standard technique of the Padé approximants [15] and we got results in good agreement with the continuum.
The multiflavor lattice Schwinger models
We now study the N -flavor lattice Schwinger models in the hamiltonian formalism using staggered fermions. The N -flavor Schwinger models have many features in in common with four dimensional QCD: at the classical level they have a symmetry group
by the axial anomaly exactly like in QCD [52] . The massless N -flavor Schwinger models describe no real interactions between their particles as one can infer by writing the model action in a bosonized form. The model exhibits one massive and N 2 − 1 massless pseudoscalar "mesons" [53] .
On the lattice we shall prove that − at the second order in the strong coupling expansion − the lattice Schwinger models are effectively described by SU (N ) quantum antiferromagnetic spin-1/2 Heisenberg Hamiltonians with spins in a particular fundamental representation of the SU (N ) Lie algebra and with nearest neighbours couplings. The features of the model are very different depending on if N is odd or even. When N is odd, the ground state energy in the strong coupling limit is proportional to e 2 L , the square of the electromagnetic coupling constant. In contrast, when N is even the ground state energy in the strong coupling limit is of order 1. This difference arises from the proper definition of the charge density
where the constant N /2 has been subtracted from the charge density operator in order to make it odd under the charge conjugation transformation. As a consequence, when N is even, ρ(x) admits zero eigenvalues and the ground state does not support any electric flux, while when N is odd the ground state exhibits a staggered configuration of the charge density and electromagnetic fluxes.
In the continuum the Coleman theorem [22] prevents the formation of either an isoscalar chiral condensate < ψψ > or an isovector chiral condensate < ψT a ψ > − where T a is an SU (N ) generator − for every model with an internal SU (N )-flavor symmetry. This feature is reproduced on the lattice also for this class of models [16] .
The continuum N -flavor Schwinger models
The continuum SU (N )-flavor Schwinger models are defined by the action
where the N fermions have been introduced in a completely symmetric way. Although the theory described by (4.236) strictly parallels what has been shown in the previous section for the SU (2) model, we shall now report a detailed analysis both for the sake of clarity and to show that some difference appears between N even and odd.
The Dirac fields are an N -plet, i.e. transform according to the fundamental representation of the flavor group while the electromagnetic field is an SU (N ) singlet. The flavor symmetry of the theory cannot be spontaneously broken for the same reasons as in the SU (2) case. The particles of the theory belong to SU (N ) multiplets. The action is invariant under the symmetry
The symmetry generators act as follows
where T α are the generators of the SU (N ) group, θ α , θ(x) and α are real coefficients and
At the classical level the above symmetries lead to conservation laws for the isovector, vector and axial currents
At the quantum level the vector and axial currents cannot be simultaneously conserved. If the regularization is gauge invariant, so that the vector current is conserved, then the axial current acquires the anomaly which breaks the symmetry U A (1) [52]
The isoscalar < ψψ > and isovector < ψT α ψ > chiral condensates are zero due to the Coleman theorem [22] , in fact they would break not only the U A (1) symmetry of the action but also the continuum internal symmetry SU L (N ) ⊗ SU R (N ) down to SU V (N ). There is an order parameter just for the breaking of the U A (1) symmetry [42, 46] , the operator
Under a discrete chiral rotation
the operator (4.248) of course transforms as
The operator (4.248) is even under (4.249) when N is even and this implies that notwithstanding the fact that the continuous chiral rotations U A (1) are broken by the non-zero VEV (4.248), the discrete chiral symmetry (4.249) is unbroken. When N is odd also the discrete chiral symmetry (4.249) is broken by the non-zero VEV (4.248).
The usual abelian bosonization procedure may again be applied provided that N Bose fields are introduced [52, 53, 54] :
The electric charge density and the action read
The mass matrix is determined by the last term in Eq.(4.253) and must be diagonalized. The field degrees of freedom span the vector space on which the mass matrix is defined. The action must be expressed in terms of an orthonormal basis of field vectors, in order to have a properly normalised kinetic energy term. The original Φ a in Eq.(4.253) are orthonormal basis vectors, but they are not eigenvectors of the mass matrix. The mass matrix has one non-zero eigenvalue 
. . .
In terms of these new fieldsΦ a the action (4.253) reads
π . The action (4.259) describes N non interacting fields, one massive and N − 1 massless. The multiflavor Schwinger model can also be studied in the framework of non abelian bosonization [48] , where the relationship between isovector currents and bosonic excitations appears in a more symmetrical form [49] .
The Hamiltonian, gauge constraint and non-vanishing (anti-)commutators of the continuum N -flavor Schwinger models are
The lattice N -flavor Schwinger models
On the lattice the Hamiltonian, constraint and (anti-) commutators reducing to (4.260,4.261,4.262) in the naive continuum limit are
The fermion fields are defined on the sites, x = 1, . . . , N , gauge and the electric fields, A x and E x , on the links [x; x + 1], N is an even integer and, when N is finite it is convenient to impose periodic boundary conditions. When N is finite, the continuum limit is the N -flavor Schwinger model on a circle [44] . The coefficient t of the hopping term in (4.263) plays the role of the lattice light speed. In the naive continuum limit, e L = e c and t = 1.
The lattice N -flavor Schwinger model is equivalent to a one dimensional quantum Coulomb gas on the lattice with N kinds of particles. To see this one can fix the gauge, A x = A (Coulomb gauge). Eliminating the non-constant electric field and using the gauge constraint, one obtains the effective Hamiltonian 
266) When N is even the ground state of the Hamiltonian (4.266) is the state |g.s. > with ρ(x) = 0 on every site, i.e. with every site half-filled
It is easy to understand that ρ(x) = 0 on every site in the ground state by observing that the Coulomb Hamiltonian (4.266) is a non-negative operator and that the states with zero charge density are zero eigenvalues of (4.266). |g.s. > is an highly degenerate state; in fact at each site x the quantum configuration is The problem of determining the correct ground state, on which to perform the perturbative expansion, is then reduced again to the diagonalization of the SU (N ) Heisenberg spin-1/2 Hamiltonian (4.279). As we already pointed out in section (2.4), generalized SU (N ) antiferromagnetic chains have not been yet analysed in the literature in such a detailed way as the SU (2) chains. Consequentely, the study of the lattice SU (N ) flavor lattice Schwinger models become extremely complicated for N > 2. Nonetheless, the computational scheme that we developed for the U (1)-and SU (2)-flavor models [14, 15, 16] , should work for a generic SU (N )-flavor model.
The ground state of the gauge models is very different depending on if N is even or odd. When N is even, the ground state |G.S. > of the spin Hamiltonian (4.279) is non-degenerate and translationally invariant, and since it is the ground state of the gauge model in the infinite coupling limit, there is no spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry for any SU (2N )-flavor lattice Schwinger model. In contrast, when N is odd, the ground state |G.S. > of the spin Hamiltonian (4.279) is degenerate of order two and is not translationally invariant and consequently any SU (2N +1)-flavor lattice Schwinger model exhibits spontaneous symmetry breaking of the discrete axial symmetry. By translating of one lattice spacing |G.S. > one gets the other one. The N -flavor lattice Schwinger models excitations are also generated from |G.S. > by two very different mechanisms, that we already described for the two-flavor model in section (3.2). There are excitations involving only flavor changes of the fermions without changing the charge density ρ(x) which corrispond to spin flips in the SU (2) invariant model. These excitations are massless. At variance massive excitations involve fermion transport besides flavor changes and are created by applying to |G.S. > the latticized currents of the Schwinger models which vary the on site value of ρ(x).
Very different is the case of the massive multiflavor Schwinger models [55] . When N is odd, the presence of a non-zero fermionic mass m removes the degeneracy and selects one of the two |G.S. > as the non degenerate ground state. When N is even the ground state remains translationally invariant in the strong coupling limit e 2 L ≫ m. In the weak coupling limit m ≫ e 2 L the discrete chiral symmetry is broken for every N .
Concluding remarks
In these lectures we analysed the correspondence between the multiflavor strongly coupled lattice Schwinger models and the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonians to investigate the spectrum of the gauge models.
Using the analysis of the excitations of the finite size chains, we showed the equality of the quantum numbers of the states of the Heisenberg model and the low-lying excitations of the twoflavor Schwinger model. We provided also the spectrum of the massive excitations of the gauge model; in order to extract numerical values for the masses, we explicitly computed the pertinent spin-spin correlators of the Heisenberg chain.
The massless and the massive excitations of the gauge model are created from the spin chain ground state with two very different mechanisms: massless excitations involve only spin flipping while massive excitations are created by fermion transport besides spin flipping and do not belong to the spin chain spectrum. As in the continuum theory, due to the Coleman theorem [22] , the massless excitations are not Goldstone bosons, but may be regarded as the gapless quantum excitations of the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain [56] .
In computing the chiral condensate one can show [15, 16] that, also in the lattice theory, the expectation value of the umklapp operator is different from zero, while both < ψψ > and < ψσ a ψ > are zero to every order in the strong coupling expansion. This implies that both on the lattice and the continuum the SU (2) flavor symmetry is preserved whereas the U A (1) axial symmetry is broken. The umklapp operator [15, 16] is the order parameter for this symmetry, but being quadri-linear in the fermi fields, is invariant, in the continuum, under chiral rotation of π/2 and on the lattice under the corresponding discrete axial symmetry (translation by one lattice site). This shows that the discrete axial symmetry is not broken in both cases. Our lattice computation enhance this result since the ground state of the strongly coupled two-flavor Schwinger model is translationally invariant.
The pattern of symmetry breaking of the continuum is exactly reproduced even if the Coleman theorem does not apply on the lattice and the anomalous symmetry breaking is impossible due to the Nielsen-Ninomiya [57, 58] theorem. At variance with the strongly coupled one-flavor lattice Schwinger model, the anomaly is not realized in the lattice theory via the spontaneous breaking of a residual chiral symmetry [14] , but, rather, by explicit breaking of the chiral symmetry due to staggered fermions. The non-vanishing of the VEV of the umklapp operator [15, 16] may be regarded as the only relic, in the strongly coupled lattice theory, of the anomaly of the continuum two-flavor Schwinger model. It is due to the coupling induced by the gauge field, between the right and left-movers on the lattice.
When the fermion mass m is different from zero, some further difference arises between N odd and N even. When N is odd, the mass term induces a translational non invariant ground state, generating a spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. When N is even, the ground state remains translationally invariant in the strong coupling limit, i.e. e 2 ≫ m. In the weak coupling limit, m ≫ e 2 , the discrete chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken for every N . For N = 2, the soliton-antisoliton excitations [26] acquire a mass.
